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The Athens Public International Law Center (Athens PIL) was
founded in July 2015. It is an academic institution that forms
part of the Faculty of Law of the National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens. The mission of Athens PIL is to be a
leading research center committed to the study and promotion of international law.

The European Law Students’ Association (ELSA) is an international,
independent, non-profit and non-political Union, addressed
to law students, trainees and young lawyers. The European
Union Youth Legal Athens (ELSA Athens) is the local branch of
ELSA in Athens and is active at the Law School of the National
and Kapodistrian University of Athens.

The Center’s objectives are: to contribute to the promotion of
international law through teaching, research and other scientific
events; to provide an environment that brings together students,
researchers and academics interested in international law
from all over the world; to play a pivotal role in the development of
international law through strong cooperation and partnership
with other academic institutions or research centers, international organizations and other scientific and social organizations.

The ELSA Athens was founded in 2002 as a legal person under
associative form. Today it accounts around 200 members.
ELSA Athens provides Athens law School students and young
lawyers the opportunity to participate in academic activities,
seminars, conferences, and internship programs abroad (through
the Students’ Trainee Exchange Programme – STEP) and thus
to interact with students and practitioners around Europe and
to experience different legal systems and cultures.

The Center’s key activities include expert seminars and meetings
on carefully selected topics of international law; a bibliographical center with emphasis on international law related
research activities and publications; bilateral and multilateral
co-operation with other academic institutions or research
centers; organisation of conferences on topical issues of international law and national and international events; training
and education seminars and programmes.

The aim is to promote critical dialogue and scientific cooperation, while equipping participants with skills valuable for a
professional life in an international environment and contributing
to the vision of ELSA: a just world with respect for human
rights and cultural diversity!

athenspil.law.uoa.gr

athens.elsa-greece.org
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My name is Petros-Orestis Katsoulas and I
have been the President of the local group of
ELSA Athens for the academic year 2016-2017.
I am honoured to welcome you all at the second edition of ELSA Athens Summer Law
School on International Investment Law.
The initiative for organizing such an event
took place last year when, along with our
academic partner, the Athens Public International Law Center (Athens PIL), we decided to host for the very first time a series
of lectures at local level that would bring
together young lawyers from all over the world
in a great event dedicated to the field of International Investment Law and International Investment Arbitration. Despite the
fact that an academic project of such a scale
had never been organized before by ELSA
Athens, it was met by absolute success. We
managed to host lawyers, professors and lecturers of international standing, and the biggest satisfaction for us were the comments
expressed by the participants that reaffirmed
the high academic and qualitative value of
our law school and the wide range of knowledge they obtained therein. This year, fol-

lowing the legacy of last year’s first successful beginning, we have done our best to improve
and expand the qualitative standards. By
providing a whole week full of interesting
lectures that present a great scope of the field
of International investment Law, by ensuring
the best possible organization and infrastructure and by combining knowledge with socializing and summer mood, we believe that this
year will not only be the continuance of last
year success, but it will also sustain the tradition of this academic project in the future.

-President of Elsa Athens,
Petros Orestis Katsoulas
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Message from the
Director of the Athens
Public International
Law Center (Athens PIL)

In my capacity as Director of the Athens Public International law Center (Athens PIL), it
is with great pleasure that I welcome you to
the Summer Law School on International
Investment Law, co-organized for the second
year in a row by ELSA Athens and Athens PIL.
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The mission statement of Athens PIL embraces core values such as promoting excellence in international law education, fostering research and innovation, and goal-achievement in a cooperative and supportive
academic environment. In this context, we
are proud to welcome this year 65 participants
from 30 different countries to the Summer
Law School on International Investment Law.
Our aim is to provide participants an intensive,
one-week, academic program with lectures
by scholars and practitioners, and tutorial
classes, so as to introduce them to the main
areas of international investment law and
examine important issues regarding one of
the fastest growing fields of international law
practice.
Finally, let me extend a warm thanks to our
partner, ELSA Athens, the members of the
Organizing Committee, our sponsors, the

Summer Law School’s Faculty, and everyone
else involved. It is our hope that this event
will be an opportunity for young law students,
scholars and practitioners from all around
the globe to meet in beautiful Athens, produce
fruitful discussions on international investment law and valuable networking opportunities.
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-Professor Photini Pazartzis
National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens, Faculty of Law
Director of the Athens Public International
law Center (Athens PIL)
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We are delighted to greet you in Athens for
the Summer Law School on International
Investment Law, taking place in the wonderful premises of the ALBA Graduate Business
School in Athens for a second consecutive
year.
The Summer Law School on International
Investment Law, following last year’s success,
is again co-organized by ELSA Athens and
the Athens Public International law Center
(Athens PIL), with a view to provide participating students from all over the world
with a comprehensive understanding of international investment law, as well as the
capacity to locate and compare the various
approaches taken by arbitral tribunals and
understand the different aspects and controversies of the discipline.
Accordingly, we are proud to welcome this
year 65 participants from 30 different countries from all around the globe for the Summer
Law School on International Investment Law.
Based on last year’s success, we insist on investing heavily on the Summer Law School’s
academic program and are thus more than
proud to host world class scholars and practitioners, based in Greece and abroad, who
will guide participants through the fascinat-

ing universe of international investment law.
Last, but definitely not least, let me cordially thank our partners, sponsors, the Summer
Law School’s Faculty, and every person involved this year and allow me to express our
sincere hope that participants will fully take
advantage of this opportunity to meet and
learn from the invited experts on international investment law, and engage in productive dialogue and exchange of ideas. I hope
to meet each of you personally during the
wide range of social and academic events
scheduled.

-Dr Anastasios Gourgourinis
National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens, Faculty of Law
Athens Public International law Centre
(Athens PIL)
Academic Supervisor of the Summer Law
School on International Investment Law
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Members of
the Organizing
Committee

Nasia
Papageorgiou

Marios
Tokas

Head of the Organizing Committee,
Responsible for Participants

Co-head of the Organizing Committee,
Responsible for Logistics

“Investment in the form
of hard work
always pays interest
in the form of success.”

“What you invest
your time in
defines who you are”

Todd Duncan

Alina
Papanastasiou

Konstantina
Chalantzouka

Co-head of the Organizing Committee,
Responsible for Academics

Responsible for Logistics

“An investment
in knowledge
pays the best interest”
Benjamin Franklin

“Your mindset matters. It affects everything from the business and investment decisions
you make, to the way you raise your children,
to your stress levels and overall well-being.”
Peter Diamandis
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Members of
the Organizing
Committee

Mara
Kokkoni

Dimitris
Frountzas

Responsible for Academics

Responsible for Fundraising

“No other investment yields
as great a return as the
investment in education.”

“Teamwork makes
the Dreamwork.”
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Brad Henry

Markella
Kounadi
Responsible for Social Events

“Quality is
an investment
in the future.”

Maria-Theodora
Papa
Responsible for Fundraising

“Work harder ,
not smarter.”
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Members of
the Organizing
Committee

Ariadni
Petraki

Dimitris
Spyridou

Responsible for Logistics

Responsible for Social Events

“Invest in yourself.
Your career is the engine
of your wealth.”

“A convention in Athens
is good, a convention
in Summer is perfect”

Paul Clitheroe

Katerina
Skoura

Zoe
Syrmakezi

Responsible for Participants

“There is nothing so disastrous
as a rational investment policy
in an irrational world”
John Maynard Kaynes

Responsible for Academics

“Whether it be
money, time or heart,
invest wisely”
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Members of
the Organizing
Committee

Fotini
Chourpiliadi

Konstantinos
Skaltsas

Responsible for Marketing

Responsible for Marketing

“Make it simple,
make it memorable.
Make it inviting to look at.
Make it fun to read”

“Marketing is really
just about sharing
your passion”

Michael Hyatt

L.Burnett
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Nefeli
Apostolopoulou

Margarita
Mitrakou

Responsible for Fundraising

Responsible for Social Events

“I feel extremely proud and happy
to have been given the opportunty
to be part of the organising
committee of such a great event.
I am confident that it will be an
unforgettable and useful experience both for us, the committee,
and for the guests!”

‘’I feel very proud of having the opportunity to be a part of the Organizing
Committee of ELSA Athens’ Summer
School 2017 and to cooperate with the
other members of the Committee, so
that we all together offer the participants an unforgettable experience.
This summer I hope that we will share
unique moments with interesting
people from all over the world.’’
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Gebhard
Bücheler

Faculty
2017

Partner, international arbitration
firm to be launched in September
2017

Michail
Dekastros

Associate, Three Crowns LLP
(Paris, France)

Dr. Michail Dekastros is an associate in the Paris office of Three Crowns LLP. He specialises in international dispute settlement with a focus on investment treaty arbitration and WTO law. His
experience covers disputes in the financial services, natural resources, gaming, and media sectors
under a variety of arbitration rules (ICSID, UNCITRAL, and LCIA). Prior to joining Three Crowns,
Michail trained with the international arbitration and public international law group of a leading
international law firm in Paris.
Michail holds a PhD in international law from the European University Institute in Florence. His
thesis concerns sovereign wealth funds in international investment and WTO law, with a particular
emphasis on market access and dispute settlement. Michail has also received an LLM from the University of Cambridge and was a Visiting Researcher at Harvard Law School for a year. He is an editor
of the European Journal of Legal Studies and has published articles in the areas of international
investment law, as well as WTO and EU law.

Admitted to practice law in Germany (2007) and New York (2010), Gebhard Bücheler specializes
in international arbitration and public international law.
He is one of the founding partners of an international arbitration firm that will launch in Munich,
Germany, in September 2017. Previously, Gebhard worked with Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP
in Paris (2010-2013) and Wach + Meckes LLP in Munich (2013-2017). He trained with Hogan Lovells
(then Lovells) in Alicante, Spain, and the United Nations in New York.
Gebhard holds law degrees from Columbia Law School and the University of Munich, from which
he received a doctorate in public international law and international investment arbitration. He is
the author of the book “Proportionality in Investor-State Arbitration” (Oxford University Press,
2015) and regularly speaks and publishes on international arbitration and international law topics.
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Orfeas Chasapis
Tassinis

PhD Candidate, University of
Cambridge

Orfeas is currently reading for a PhD at the University of Cambridge as a WM Tapp, AHRC DTP, and
Cambridge Trust Scholar, working on the theory of rights and obligations of international organizations under general international law under the supervision of Dr. Lorand Bartels. Orfeas holds an
LLB from Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (distinction) as well as an LLM degree in public international law from Athens University (distinction) and New York University (Jerome Lipper Prize
for international law), where he studied as a Fulbright and AG Leventis Foundation Scholar.
In the past Orfeas has worked for the United Nations International Law Commission as an NYU
International Law and Human Rights Fellow, and as a legal intern for the ICTY Trial Chambers. In
2015 Orfeas joined the Athens Public International Law Center as a Junior Researcher and taught
international dispute resolution and international investment law at the University of Athens. While
pursuing his PhD at the University of Cambridge, Orfeas is also working as a research assistant to
Dr. Sarah Nouwen at the Lauterpacht Centre of International Law.

Michael
Feit

Dr. iur., LL.M.,
Attorney at Law

Dr. Michael Feit was educated at Zurich University (lic. iur. 1999, magna cum laude; Dr. iur. 2007,
summa cum laude and recipient of the Issekutz Award for outstanding performances in business
law) and New York University (LL.M. 2009, Dean’s Graduate Award Scholar and Medicus Student
Exchange Fund). He worked as a law clerk at a court in Zurich, as a teaching and research assistant
at the University of Zurich and as a senior associate in the international arbitration practice group
of a major law firm in London.
Today, Michael is a managing associate at the Swiss law firm Walder Wyss. He is specialised in international commercial and investment arbitration. He represents parties in international arbitrations under all major arbitration rules and in ad hoc proceedings and also acts as an arbitrator, including ICSID.
Michael regularly publishes articles on commercial and investment arbitration, including about 100
reports on decisions of the Swiss Federal Supreme Court concerning arbitration on Switzerland’s
largest business law blog. He also acts as a peer reviewer for the ICSID Review – Foreign Investment
Law Journal.
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Malgosia
Fitzmaurice

Professor of Public International Law,
Queen Mary University of London (QMUL)

Professor Malgosia Fitzmaurice holds a chair of public international law at the Department of Law,
Queen Mary University of London (QMUL). She specialises in international environmental law; the
law of treaties; and indigenous peoples. She publishes widely on these subjects. for a full list of publications. She was a Visiting Professor inter alia at Berkeley Law School; Sorbonne –Pantheon;
University of Kobe (Japan). Her latest publications are a monograph Whaling and International
Law, Cambridge University Press, 2015 and (co-edited with Dai Tamada) Whaling in Antarctic:
Significance and Implications of the ICJ Judgment, Brill/ Nijhoff, 2016.
She has delivered a lecture on the International Protection of the Environment at The Hague Academy of International Law. Professor Fitzmaurice was invited as a Visiting Professor to and lectured
at various universities, such Berkeley Law School; University of Kobe; Panthéon-Sorbonne (Paris
I). During 2013-2015, she was involved (with Professor Valsamis Mitsilegas) in a multi stakeholder
project funded by the EU Commission on environmental crime. Professor Fitzmaurice teaches
undergraduate and LLM modules in international environmental law and the law of treaties. She
also supervises PhD students. She is Editor in Chief of International Community Law Review journal and of the book series published by Brill/Nijhoff Queen Mary Studies in International Law.
She has also advised on the law of treaties and served as an expert in her areas of expertise.
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Panayotis
Glavinis

Associate Professor of International Economic Law,
Faculty of Law of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki;
Attorney-at-law, member of the Thessaloniki Bar Association.

Mr. Panayotis Glavinis teaches International Trade Law, International Investment Law, International Business Transactions, Cooperation for Development, Energy Law and Telecom, Media and
ICT Law, at graduate and undergraduate level.
He is co-founder and director of the MSc «Law and Engineering for Energy» jointly offered by the
Faculty of Law and the Polytechnic School of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki.
He holds a Bachelor’s Degree from the Faculty of Law of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, an
LLM in International Law from Paris 2 University and a Doctorat d’Etat on International Construction Contracts (EJA, Paris 1993) from the same University, where he was further granted the habilitation à diriger des recherches, following a second publication in French on The Settlement of Disputes
arising out of Contracts between International Organizations and Private Parties (LGDJ, Paris 1992).
Most important book: “International Economic Law (General Principles, International Trade, Foreign Investments)”, Sakkoulas Publ., 2009 (in Greek). Most recent book: “Greece’s Memorandum
of Understanding in the International, European and Domestic Legal Orders”, Sakkoulas Publ., 2010.
He is experienced in matters related to construction contracts, infrastructure projects, foreign investments, energy, telecom, international financing including financing for development, international business transactions, intergovernmental negotiations, international commercial arbitration
and litigation.

Maria
Gavouneli

Associate Professor of International Law at the Faculty of Law
of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens; Athens
Public International Law Research Center (Athens, Greece)

LL.B. (Honours) (Athens); LL.M. (Cantab); Ph.D. (Cantab) (Paul Guggenheim Prize)
Assistant Professor of International Law, Faculty of Law, University of Athens
Associate Research Fellow, Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, University of London
Associate, Hellenic Institute of International & Foreign Law
Visiting professor and lecturer in several universities and research institutions in Greece and abroad, including the
University of London, the Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House), Tulane University (USA), the
University of Edinburgh.
Member of several academic organisations, including the British Institute of International & Comparative Law
(visiting researcher in 2000); the American Society of International Law (co-chair of the Law of the Sea Interest
Group – LOSIG, 2012-2015); the European Society of International Law (co-convenor of the Interest Group on the
Law of the Sea – LAWSEA, 2014-2016); the Association internationale du droit de la mer (Assidmer); the International Law Association (treasurer and founding member of the Hellenic Branch); the Hellenic Society of International Law & International Relations (Secretary-General); the Hellenic Arbitration Association.
ILA, Committee on international law and sea-level rise (2013-); having served in the Committee on the legal principles relating to climate change, member and co-author of the 2014 Washington Declaration on the legal principles
relating to climate change (2010-2014); and co-rapporteur, Committee on transnational enforcement of environmental law (2005-2006).
IUCN, Commission on Environmental Law, Mediterranean Sea Sub-Group, Co-chair.
Author of four monographs, including Pollution from offshore installations (Martinus Nijhoff 1995 – Prix Paul
Guggenheim), State immunity and the rule of law (Athens 2001), Functional jurisdiction in the Law of the Sea
(Martinus Nijhoff, 2007), Ενεργειακές Εγκαταστάσεις στη θάλασσα (Νομική Βιβλιοθήκη, 2016); editor of
several volumes; several chapters in books and numerous articles; co-editor-in-chief: Yearbook of International
Environmental Law (2015-2018); member of the board of several law journals.
Greek National Commission of Human Rights, Chair of the Sub-Commission for International Communication
and Co-operation, 2015-2018; member of the European Coordination Committee (ECC), European Network of
National Human Rights Institutions – ENNHRI, co-chair, Working Group on Asylum & Migration.
OECD, Working Group on Bribery in International Business Transactions, Vice-President (2005-2013), member
of the Management Group (2014-) and lead examiner
European Commission, Expert Group on Corruption (2011-2015, 2015-2019)
Council of Europe, Group of States Against Corruption (GRECO), Head of delegation (since 2006) and examiner
UN Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), contact point for Greece (2007-2009), evaluator
Greece, National Coordinator for combatting corruption, Advisory Body (2014-2015)
Delegate of the Hellenic Republic in the General Assembly of the United Nations (Third Committee); The United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).
Chair and member in numerous committees of the Council of Europe, including the Steering Committee on
Criminal Matters (CDPC), member of the Bureau (2007-2011); Steering Group of the Pan-European Platform on
Ethics, Transparency and Integrity in Education – ETINED (2016-)
President of the Committee of Article 36 (CATS), Council of the European Union (Justice and Home Affairs) (2003
and 2014)
Delegate and negotiator in numerous bilateral and multilateral treaties, including treaties with the USA, the Russian
Federation, Canada, the Ukraine, Mexico, Brazil, Iran and Armenia.
Advisor to the Hellenic Ministry of Justice, member of several legislative drafting committees.
Attorney-at-law, Athens Bar; Managing Partner, Gavouneli Micha Law Firm.
Arbitrator under ICC rules, other domestic rules and Greek law; counsel, legal advisor and consultant in energy and
environmental matters; arbitrator with the Regulatory Authority for Energy (RAE).
Fluent in Greek (native language), English, French, Italian and Spanish; comfortable with German
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Anastasios
Gourgourinis

Faculty
2017

Lecturer in Public International Law, Faculty of Law of the
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens; Athens Public
International Law Research Center (Athens, Greece)

Dr Anastasios Gourgourinis is Lecturer in Public International Law at the Faculty of Law of the
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, specializing in International Economic Law. He is
also a Research Fellow at the Academy of Athens. He holds an LL.B. and an LL.M from the Faculty
of Law of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, as well as an LL.M. (awarded with
Distinction) and a Ph.D. from University College London. He has taught at University College London, the Athens University of Economics and Business, and Panteion University of Athens. Anastasios has served in the past as Special Legal Advisor at Greece’s Ministry for Development and Competitiveness, and the Ministry of State, advising on issues pertaining to investment, trade and state
aid. Currently, he practises with the Athens Bar in Greece.
Anastasios’ teaching and research interests include public international law, international investment law and WTO law, particularly from the perspectives of international arbitration and adjudication, the theory of sources of international law, State responsibility, a nd normative fragmentation
of international law. Anastasios also coaches the teams which represent, annually, the Faculty of
Law of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens in the Foreign Direct Investment International Arbitration Moot, the ELSA Moot Court Competition on WTO Law and the Willem C. Vis
International Commercial Arbitration Moot.
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Markos
Karavias

Eirini
Kikarea

PhD Candidate,
University of Cambridge

Eirini Kikarea is a PhD candidate at the University of Cambridge, her research interests including
international economic law and public international law. Eirini received her LLB with Honours from
the University of Athens. She also holds an LLM in international law, awarded with distinction, from
the University of Cambridge, where she was an editor of the Cambridge Law Review and drafted her
thesis in international economic law under the supervision of Dr. Lorand Bartels. In addition, she
has attended various finance courses at the American College of Greece. She has worked at a top-tier
law firm in Greece, Karatzas & Partners Law Firm, advising on commercial and banking law matters,
and was seconded to the London offices of Allen & Overy, assisting on a high profile case involving
parallel litigation proceedings in multiple jurisdictions. She has also worked as an intern at the Legal
Department of Deloitte Greece, assisting in the context of financial and corporate transactions.
During her studies, she received awards of excellence and a scholarship from the Lilian Voudouri
Foundation. As an undergraduate student, she acted as a teaching assistant in the context of a
seminar on International Investment Law, convened by Dr. Anastasios Gourgourinis. Ms. Kikarea
was also an active mooter. She participated in the 2014 Foreign Direct Investment Moot as an oralist
of the team of the University of Athens, winning the third place in the competition’s Global Oral
Rounds, and in the 2015 Foreign Direct Investment Moot as a coach of the team, winning the first
place in the Global Oral Rounds. She has also participated in the 2013 ICC International Mediation
Competition, winning the Special Award for the team participating in the Competition for the first
time.

Assistant Professor of International Law,
Faculty of Law, University of Amsterdam

Markos Karavias is an Assistant Professor in International Law at the Faculty of Law of the University of Amsterdam, as well as a qualified lawyer admitted to the Athens Bar. Prior to joining the
University of Amsterdam, he served as a Special Legal Advisor to the Greek Minister for the Environment, Energy and Climate Change. His research interests lie in international human rights and environmental law, as well as the intersection between international law and corporate governance.
Markos holds a Degree in Law from the University of Athens, as well as an M.Jur. and a D.Phil from
the University of Oxford. His monograph ‘Corporate Obligations under international Law’ was
published in 2013 by Oxford University Press. He has served as counsel before the European Court
of Human Rights.

Simon
Klopschinski

Dr. jur., attorney-at-law, rospatt osten pross,
Düsseldorf

Dr. Simon Klopschinski is an attorney-at-law at the Düsseldorf law firm rospatt osten pross, which
is specialized in intellectual property law. He advises clients in all fields of intellectual property law,
including representation in court, commercial arbitration and contract negotiations. Patent litigation is his special focus. Simon has published on the interaction of international investment agreements with intellectual property rights as well as intellectual property law and international investment law in general. Simon studied law at the universities of Konstanz and Cardiff (1998-2004).
After the second bar exam (2006) he became a scholarship holder and later on a research associate
at the Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property, Competition and Tax Law, Munich (2006-2009).
Simon wrote his PhD thesis on “The Protection of Intellectual Property Rights under International
Investment Agreements” under the supervision of Professor Dr. Dres. h.c. Joseph Straus. The thesis
was awarded with the Award of the Law Faculty of the Ludwig Maximilian University (2011) as well
as the Max Planck Society’s Otto Hahn Medal for Junior Scientists (2012). Before joining rospatt
osten pross in 2013 Simon practiced as an attorney-at-law at the Munich patent attorney firm Hoffmann Eitle (2009-2013).
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Roland
Kläger

Faculty
2017

Partner,
Haver & Mailänder

Panagiotis
Kyriakou

Dr. Roland Kläger is a partner in the dispute resolution team of Haver & Mailänder, Stuttgart (Germany). He specialises in national and international arbitration proceedings, in which he acts as
counsel and arbitrator, and is an active litigator in state court proceedings. Previously, Roland Kläger
studied law at the University of Freiburg and received a doctor of laws in international investment
law from the University of Tübingen. He was also a Research Fellow for European and Public International Law at the University of Freiburg, a Visiting Fellow at the Lauterpacht Centre for International Law of the University of Cambridge, and worked in the area of dispute resolution in an international law firm. Roland Kläger is the DIS40 Coordinator in Stuttgart and a member in various arbitral institutions. He is a regular speaker and author in the areas of international arbitration and
international investment law.

Panagiotis Kyriakou is a lawyer from Greece and Cyprus, registered with the Athens Bar Association.
He obtained his LL.B. from the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens and his LL.M. from
the Graduate Institute and the University of Geneva (MIDS). He is the winner of the 2014 ELSA WTO
Moot Court Competition along with his teammates from the University of Athens and has considerable experience in investment and commercial arbitration, having interned with law firms in Athens,
Paris and Geneva. He is currently a teaching assistant and a PhD candidate at the Graduate Institute,
his research interests including international law and economics, defences and exceptions under
international law, the use of economic experts and expertise inter alia.

Sven
Lange
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Georgios
Kyriakopoulos

Lecturer in International Law at the Faculty of Law of the
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens; Athens
Public International Law Research Center (Athens, Greece)

Born in Athens, Greece. BA in Law Studies, Faculty of Law, University of Athens. DEA in International Law, DEA in Political Science, Paris 2 University, France. PhD in International Law, Paris 2
University (Subject: “La sécurité de l’aviation civile en droit international public”). Prix de thèse of
the French Society of Air and Space Law. Attorney at Law, member of the Athens Bar Association.
1998-2002, Professor of International and Air Law, Military Aviation Academy.
2005-2006, Legal adviser of the Minister of National Defense (Greek Government) in Air Law and
International Law matters.
2008-2010, Member of the Greek Air Accident Investigation and Aviation Safety Board.
2009-, Lecturer in International Law, University of Athens (Fields of teaching and research: Public
International Law, Air Law, Space Law, Law of the Sea, Telecommunications Law, International
Institutions, International Criminal Law, International Investment Law).
2010-2014, Guest Lecturer in International Law, Law of International Institutions, Air Law, Space
Law, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Faculty of Law and University of Macedonia, Department
of International and European Studies, Greece.
2011-, Member of the Board of Directors of the Hellenic Society of International Law and International Relations.
2014-, Visiting Professor in Air & Space Law, Panteion University, Athens, Greece.
2014-, Visiting Professor in Space Law, Université Nice Sophia Antipolis, Faculté de droit et science
politique, France. Point of contact (Greece) for the European Center of Space Law (ECSL). Member
of the International Institute of Space Law (IISL).
2016-, Member of the Greek Delegation at the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space (UN COPUOS) and its Legal Sub-Committee.
2016-, Member of the Editorial Board of the “Room, The Space Journal”.

PhD Candidate and Teaching Assistant
at the Graduate Institute of International
and Development Studies (Geneva, Switzerland)

Rechtsanwalt,
Allen & Overy LLP

Dr. Sven Lange advises and represents clients in all areas of dispute resolution, in particular in arbitration proceedings, including investment arbitration. He has broad experience in domestic and
cross-border corporate disputes (especially post-M&A matters and disputes between joint-venture
partners). In addition, he provides legal advice in infrastructure and construction disputes. Recent
experience includes: − Representing two international investors in an ICSID arbitration case against
a sovereign state regarding an investment in a shipyard. − Advising an international shipbuilding
group with a view to potential claims against a state under a bilateral investment treaty arising from
the state’s failure to award an order. − Representing Mr Werner Schneider, as insolvency administrator for the assets of Walter Bau AG, in a dispute relating to the enforcement of an investment arbitration award against the Kingdom of Thailand. − Representing an international conglomerate operating various shipyards in two ICC arbitration proceedings with an amount in dispute of around EUR
1.5 billion and approximately EUR 1 billion respectively, in respect of a dispute concerning the purchase
of a shipyard. − Advising the seller of a foreign football club in relation to a sale and purchase agreement under foreign law with the aim of avoiding arbitration proceedings with the purchaser and the
competent football association. − Representing an international buy-out investor in ICC arbitration
proceedings with regard to a post M&A dispute with an amount in dispute of approximately EUR150m
concerning an SPA governed by Austrian law. − Representing a major Lithuanian construction company in ICC arbitration proceedings regarding claims against its employer arising from two FIDIC
Red Book construction contracts in connection with the dismantling of a nuclear power plant. −
Secretary to the Tribunal in an arbitration before the Court of International Arbitration attached to
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Romania between an Austrian construction company
and a Romanian road construction and management company regarding claims under a FIDIC Red
Book contract for the rehabilitation of a bridge. − Advising a railway company in mediation proceedings with a regional transport association regarding claims under a transportation contract. − Advising a Finnish company with a view to avoiding arbitration proceedings under the ICC Rules by way
of settlement concerning a dispute arising out of a contract under Swedish law for the supply of a
machine needed for the production of rotor houses for wind power stations.
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Vassiliki
Marazopoulou
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Faculty
2017

Post-Doctoral Researcher,
Attorney-at- Law

Loukas
Mistelis

Clive Schmitthoff Professor of Transnational Law
and Arbitration and Director of the School of International
Arbitration, Queen Mary University of London (London, UK)

Professor Loukas Mistelis is an acknowledged authority on international dispute resolution. In 2006
he was listed as one of the “leading lights in international arbitration”, is listed on the Who’s Who
Commercial Arbitration since 2007, as well as the 2017 GAR Thought Leaders in International Arbitration and is now listed amongst thought leaders and is also a member of the ICSID Panel of Arbitrators and recipient of the GAR Award for best lecture of 2013.
Loukas Mistelis is the Clive Schmitthoff Professor of Transnational Law and Arbitration and Director of the School of International Arbitration, Queen Mary University of London. He has been a
visiting professor or scholar at National University of Singapore, Columbia Law School, NYU Law
School, Keio University, Tokyo, LUISS, Rome and Catholic University of Portugal, Lisbon. He is a
member of the Academic Committee of the Institute of Transnational Arbitration and a member of
the Advisory Board of EFILA, a member of the Academic Committee of AIPN and President of the
Court of CEDRAC (Cyprus Eurasia Dispute Resolution & Arbitration Centre).
Professor Mistelis was educated in Greece, France, Germany and Japan. He has been a member of
the Athens Bar since 1993. He is fluent in English, German and Greek, and has good knowledge of
French, and basic knowledge of Polish, Russian and Spanish.
His substantial arbitration experience includes more than 70 arbitrations and covers ad hoc and
ICC, ICSID, LCIA, UNCITRAL, SCC, Swiss Chambers, GCC Arbitration Centre and Moscow cases.
He has also acted as counsel and expert in arbitration proceedings.
His publications (in English, German, Greek and Russian) include more than 65 referred articles and
14 books, including Comparative International Commercial Arbitration (2013, with Lew and Kröll),
Mandatory Rules in International Arbitration (2009, with Bermann), Concise International Arbitration (2nd edition, 2016), The Role of Arbitration in Shipping Law (2016, with Goldby) and the
multi-volume World Arbitration Reporter (with Shore). His research includes innovative empirical
research into corporate attitudes towards dispute resolution.

Dr. Vassiliki Marazopoulou holds a Ph.D. degree in European Private International Law and Procedural Law from the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens Law School (2014). Her PhD
thesis entitled “Extraterritorial enforcement pursuant to European Law in civil and commercial
matters” was published as a monograph in 2015. She also holds an LL.M. degree in International Law
(with an emphasis on Private International Law) and an LL.M. degree in Civil Law, both from University of Athens Law School. Admitted to the Athens Bar Association (2009) and licensed to practice before the Court of Appeals. Legal Advisor at Operator of the Electricity Market S.A. (LAGIE).
Her main areas of study and expertise include European Private International Law, International
Commercial and Investment Arbitration and Corporate Law. She has conducted doctoral as well as
post-doctoral research in the field of private international law as visiting scholar in leading European Legal Institutes, such as the Max Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private
Law and the Swiss Institute of Comparative Law in Lausanne, upon gaining full scholarship. She has
also collaborated as a Teaching Fellow with the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Law
School.
Served as Secretary in several ad hoc as well as institutional international commercial arbitrations.
Counsel in numerous international arbitrations regarding a wide range of civil and commercial law
issues, energy law issues, as well as international investments. Coach of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens Team in the Vis Moot competitions of years 2015 and 2016. Taught International Commercial Arbitration at both graduate and postgraduate level as a Teaching Assistant at
the International Law Department of Athens Law School. PhD in European Private International
Law and European Procedural Law with ‘summa cum laude’ from the National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens Law School. LL.M. degree in International Law (with an emphasis on Private
International Law) and LL.M. degree in Civil Law, both from Athens University School of Law.
Languages: Greek, English, German, French.

Josef
Ostřanský

Lecturer (Maître-assistant) at the Geneva LL.M. in International
Dispute Settlement (MIDS); Researcher, Geneva Center for
International Dispute Settlement (Geneva, Switzerland).

Josef Ostranský is a lecturer at the MIDS, where he teaches international commercial and investment
arbitration, and carries out academic research under the auspices of the Geneva Center for International Dispute Settlement (CIDS). Prior to joining the MIDS he was a research assistant at the CIDS,
taught international investment law as a visiting lecturer at the Masaryk University, Faculty of Law
in Brno, Czech Republic, and worked in private legal practice as a junior associate in the dispute
resolution group of an international law firm in the Czech Republic. Josef has delivered lectures and
presentations on international investment law (e.g. UNCTAD, Geneva; University of Padua, Italy;
Tehran University, Iran) and his work has been published in various international law journals. He
speaks English, French, Czech and Slovak, and reads Spanish.
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Alexandros
Pnevmatikos

Faculty
2017

PhD Candidate, National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens, Faculty of Law

Born and raised in Athens, Greece, Alexandros has developed a passion for interdisciplinary approaches among Politics, International Relations and International Law. His current research concerns the modern German-Greek relations and the impact of the EU Lisbon Treaty on them. Prior
to enrolling as a Ph.D. candidate at the Faculty of Law of the National and Kapodistrian University
of Athens, he served as an external associate at the Institute of East-European studies of the Free
University of Berlin and focused on the topic of Anglo-Saxon universities in East and Central Europe,
as well as their role in the formation of local elites. Alexandros has also gained professional experience by his stay at the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy in Berlin and the Embassy of Greece in
London (Press & Communication office), from which he managed to identify key differences between
traditional diplomacy and its modern forms of Public diplomacy.
He holds a master’s degree in International Politics from the City University of London and a B.A.
in Political Science and Public Administration from the National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens. His Master thesis topic was a comparative analysis of Public Diplomacy practices in different
types of state, while his Bachelor’s final paper was a comparison of Post-Cold War US foreign policy
followed by Democrats and Republicans.

Panagiotis
Protopsaltis

Research Fellow, Centre for American Legal Studies,
Birmingham City University (Birmingham, UK)

Dr. Panayotis M. Protopsaltis a Research Fellow at the Centre for American Legal Studies, Birmingham City University, U.K. He read law at the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, at the
University of Paris II (Panthéon-Assas) and at the University of Paris I (Panthéon-Sorbonne) from
where he holds a doctoral degree in public international law. He has conducted research, contributed to publications and taught international economic law at universities in France, Greece, India
and in the U.K. In addition to his academic work, he is a qualified lawyer in Greece.
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Michele
Potestà

Attorney-at-law, Lévy Kaufmann-Kohler, Geneva; Senior
Researcher, Geneva Center for International Dispute
Settlement (CIDS)

Dr. Michele Potestà is an attorney at Lévy Kaufmann-Kohler in Geneva, practicing international
commercial and investment arbitration. Michele has served as arbitrator (both sole arbitrator and
co-arbitrator), counsel and tribunal secretary in numerous commercial and investment arbitrations
under the ICC, ICSID, ICSID Additional Facility, UNCITRAL, Swiss Rules of International Arbitration, DIAC, and Danish Institute of Arbitration Rules. His practice is mostly dedicated to investment
disputes, especially disputes involving states and state entities in the energy and natural resources
areas (oil, gas, mining and solar energy) arising under the ECT, NAFTA and BITs. Michele has also
advised sovereign states on their investment treaty program.
Michele is also a senior researcher at the Center for International Dispute Settlement (CIDS) in
Geneva, working on a variety of projects on dispute resolution. He is currently involved in a project
with UNCITRAL dealing with the reform of investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) and in particular on the possible establishment of a multilateral investment court and/or an appeals facility.
Prior to joining Lévy Kaufmann-Kohler, Michele was an academic lecturer at the Geneva Master in
International Dispute Settlement (MIDS), where he was teaching both investment and commercial
arbitration. He has authored numerous publications on issues of investment treaty law and arbitration.
Michele is qualified to practice law in Italy and is admitted to the Geneva bar (foreign lawyers section). He holds a Ph.D. in international law, as well as a bachelor and a master’s degree from the
University of Milan (Italy).

Alexandros
Rammos

Lawyer (LLM Geneva-Athens) Substitute Professor
(The Hellenic Police Academy) PhD Candidate, National
and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Faculty of Law

A graduate of the Athens University Law School (LL.B) and a lawyer member of the Athens Bar Association since 2005, Alexandros earned a Master of Laws degree (LL.M) from the same University
in Public Law, following which he was awarded a second Master of Laws degree (LL.M) from the
Geneva Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies and the University of Geneva
in International Dispute Settlement (MIDS). Alexandros has served as counsel for foreign law firms,
as well as for the Greek Government arguing cases mainly before administrative courts and international arbitration tribunals (ICC, CAS etc.). Currently, Alexandros is an Associate with one of the
Athens leading business law firms, Substitute Professor at the Hellenic Police Academy and an Assistant to Professor of Public Law Z. Papaioannou at the Athens University Law School working on
his PhD thesis on European Law Enforcement issues.
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Michail
Risvas

Faculty
2017

Associate, Three Crowns LLP
(Paris, France)

Dr. Michail Risvas specialises in investment treaty arbitration, WTO law, and public international law.
His recent experience includes: acting for a Greek financial services investor in an ICSID arbitration
against the Republic of Cyprus; acting for a Greek mining investor in an UNCITRAL arbitration against
the Republic of Serbia; and advising a large aircraft manufacturer in relation to a potential ICC arbitration claim. Prior to joining Three Crowns, Michail taught public international law at the University of
Oxford and worked at a leading arbitration firm in Paris. Michail completed his doctorate on nondiscrimination in international investment arbitration and WTO law at the University of Oxford,, and
has published articles on international economic law, African trade agreements, and the law of the sea.

Epaminontas
E. Triantafilou

Partner, Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan
(London, UK)

Epaminontas Triantafilou is a Partner in the International Arbitration Group of Quinn Emanuel
Urquhart & Sullivan in London. His case experience spans a wide spectrum of disputes under international treaties and contracts, including government contracts and concessions, joint ventures,
construction agreements and financial instrument covenants.
Previously Epaminontas served as Legal Counsel at the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague,
practiced international arbitration with a major international law firm in Washington, DC, and was
Legal Assistant to the Hon. Charles N. Brower, independent arbitrator and Judge of the Iran-United
States Claims Tribunal. He is widely published in international arbitration, and serves as Co-Managing Editor of the World Arbitration and Mediation Review and as a Member of the Executive
Committee of the Institute for Transnational Arbitration in Dallas, Texas. Epaminontas is admitted
to practice in New York State and in the District of Columbia.
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Charalampos
Tagaroulias

State Attorney for the Legal Counsel of the Greek state; PhD
Candidate, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens,
Faculty of Law

Charalampos Tagaroulias is currently serving as State Attorney for the Legal Counsel of the Greek
state, the equivalent of the Attorney General in the US. Prior to 2007 he worked for 5 years as a private
attorney. Charalampos has been involved in representing the Greek government in courts and international arbitrations, and he currently focuses his efforts on promoting the introduction of alternative dispute resolution methods in governmental practices and the administrative law, having
conducted relevant research.
Charalampos studied law at the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens Faculty of Law. He
graduated in 2012 from the LLM Program of the Straus Institute (Law School of Pepperdine University) and his LLM studies focused on International Arbitration and Mediation. He is also a fellow
and an international ambassador of Straus Institute of Pepperdine University. At the moment he is
a phd candidate with the international department of the National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens Faculty of Law working on the interaction of international investment disputes law and EU
law.
Charalampos is accredited as mediator (Greek state), mediation trainer (toolkit company of Holland), and negotiator (ACB Foundation, IMI), and he has mediated in cases pending in Small Claims
and Limited Jurisdiction Courts in California. He is also fluent in English and Greek, having a very
good knowledge of French.

Stamatios
Tsetos

Founding partner, Tsetos & Leboulanger Law Firm (Athens,
Greece); Partner, Leboulanger & Associés (Paris, France)

Stamatios Tsetos focuses his practice on international arbitration matters conducted under the
auspices of numerous arbitration centres (notably ICC, LCIA, ICSID, CRCICA, AFA, French-Arab
Chamber of Commerce, etc.) and on ad hoc international arbitration proceedings.
In his capacity as lawyer qualified in Greece and France as well as solicitor in England & Wales, Stamatios acts as Counsel and legal advisor for major European, North African and Middle Eastern
corporate clients and State entities covering the full spectrum of legal and technical issues typically
arising from complex arbitration cases. His extensive arbitration experience includes various business sectors (in particular technology, telecommunications, aeronautics, defence, resources, construction and engineering, hotel management, agency, distribution and joint ventures).
Stamatios also acts as arbitrator in commercial disputes and as Counsel in post-arbitration proceedings (enforcement and setting aside of awards) before the French and Greek State Courts. Moreover,
he regularly advises clients on French, Greek and English private international law matters.
In addition to his capacity as Partner of Leboulanger et Associés, Stamatios is also the Founding
Partner of Tsetos & Leboulanger Law Firm, a niche practice in Athens (Greece) which advises and
represents domestic and international clients not only in the field of international arbitration but
also in litigation, private international law and international business law.
Stamatios is the Chairman of the ICC Greece Arbitration Commission, Member of the ICC Commission on Arbitration and ADR and Member of numerous ICC Task Forces. He also lectures on
international arbitration in various Universities (in Greece and France) and regularly contributes
as speaker at major international arbitration events.
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in the premises
of the Alba Graduate
Business School
6, Xenias Str.
11528
Athens

Presenter
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Aliki-Athina Papanastasiou,

Co-Head of Organizing Committee of the 2nd Elsa Athens Summer Law
School on International Investment Law

Opening Remarks
Mrs. Athanasia- Nasia Papageorgiou

Vice-President for Seminars and Conferences at ELSA Athens

Mrs. Markella Kounadi,

Member of the Organizing Committee of the 2nd Elsa Athens Summer Law
School on International Investment Law, Responsible for Social Events

Prof. Anastasios Gourgourinis,

Academic Supervisor of the ELSA Athens Summer Law School on International
Investment Law, Lecturer at the Faculty of Law of the National and Kapodistrian
University of Athens, Member of Athens Public International Law Research Center
(Athens PIL)

Mrs. Lucy Kanatsoulis,

Dean of Enrollment and International Students at Deree – The American College
of Greece, Gold Sponsor Organizing Committee of the 2nd Elsa Athens Summer
Law School on International Investment Law

Mr. Theofanis Papas,

Vascular surgeon, Hellenic Company of Vascular and Intravascular Surgery, Gold
Sponsor Organizing Committee of the 2nd Elsa Athens Summer Law School on
International Investment Law

19-26 August 2017
Athens, Greece

Academic
Program

Saturday

19.8

Arrival at
Airotel Alexandros

18:0019:00

Registration

19:0020:00

Opening Ceremony
Auditorium No.1

20:0022:00

Welcome Cocktail
Reception, Atrium
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Sunday
9:0010:20

20.8
10:3012:00

40

12:1013:30

Sources of International
Investment Law and
Consent to International Investment Arbitration

Gourgourinis

Jurisdiction
Ratione
Personae:
Defining
Foreign “Investors”

Dekastros

Jurisdiction
Ratione
Materiae:
Defining
Foreign “Investments”

9:0010:20

Monday
Protopsaltis

10:3012:00

21.8

12:1013:30

Risvas

13:3015:00

Break

15:0016:30

Intellectual Property
Rights as “Investments”

Tutorial class:
Project finance I

Social event

Triantafillou

Arbitral Awards as
“Investments”

Mistelis

Break

15:0016:30

Denial of Benefits Clauses in International Investment Treaties

Sven Lange

16:4018:00

Rammos
Tagaroulias

21:00

International Investment
Arbitration under the
2012 PCA Arbitration
Rules

13:3015:00

Kyriakou

16:4018:00

International Investment
Arbitration under the
ICSID Convention

Tutorial class:
Project finance II

Pnevmatikos
Tagaroulias

21:00

Social event
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9:0010:20

Non-Discrimination &
Expropriation in International Investment Law

9:0010:20

Gourgourinis

Tuesday
10:3012:00
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22.8

12:1013:30

Fair and Equitable Treatment and Full Protection
and Security in International Investment Law

Kläger

Umbrella Clauses:
Treaty Claims and Contract Claims

Feit

13:3015:00

Break

15:0016:30

Post-award Remedies &
Enforcement of Investment Arbitral Awards

Marazopoulou

16:4018:00

Visit to the Acropolis

21:00

Social event

Regulatory Powers of Host
States in International
Investment Law

Ostransky

10:3012:00

Proportionality in International Investment Law

Bücheler

12:1013:30

Law of Treaties and International Investment
Law

Wednesday
Fitzmaurice

13:3015:00

Break

15:0016:30

Law of State Responsibility and International
Investment Law

23.8

16:4018:00

Chasapis-Tassinis

Tutorial class: Brexit and
International Investment
Law

Kikarea

21:00

Social event
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9:0010:20

Due Diligence of the Investor

9:0010:20

Tsetos

10:3012:00

Transparency in International Investment Arbitration

International Investment
Law and Human Rights

Karavias

10:3012:00

Space Law and International Investment Law

Kyriakopoulos
Gavouneli
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12:1013:30

Protection of Intellectual Property under International Investment
Law

Thursday

12:1013:30

Case Study: Structuring
an International Investment Project

Glavinis

Klopschinski

13:3015:00

Break

15:0016:30

Public Health in International Investment Law
& Arbitration

24.8

16:4018:00

Potestà
Tutorial class:
Project finance III

Pnevmatikos
Rammos

21:00

Social event

13:3015:00

Break

Friday
15:0016:30

Case Study: Structuring
an International Investment Project (cont’d)

Glavinis

25.8

16:4018:00

Closing
ceremony

21:00

Gala night
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Participants
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Marta
Abula

Marta Abula is Assistant Professor of Law at Riga
Stradins university faculty of European studies.
In addition, she serves as a director of the master
program “International business and law”. Her
primary research and teaching interests center
on international business law, international investment law and EU law. She had presented her
research results in many international conferences in London, Rome, Istanbul and Baltic states.

Marta holds a PhD in International law from University of Latvia and LL.M in International trade
and business law from Universidade Catolica
Portuguesa.
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02.
Alexandra
Agorastou

I am Alexandra Agorastou, a 21 years old, fourth
year law student from Larisa, Greece. I study law
in the National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens, with particular interest in international
but, also, corporate law. I like taking part to law
simulations and conferences in order to expand
my knowledge in the field of my studies. I enjoy

participating and organizing volunteering programs, traveling abroad, learning languages and
getting in touch with new cultures. I am looking
forward to the beginning of the summer school,
to meeting all the participants and to learning a
lot from all the interesting courses.

03.
Participants
2017

Eleanora
Alen

I’m Eleanora Alen, 22 years old Master’s Degree
student from Finland. Currently, I’m studying
International Economic and Resources Law at
the University of Finland and my previous studies concentrated strongly on EU law. International investment law is a recent interest of mine
and last spring I wrote my Bachelor’s Thesis about
it. Thus, it will be interesting to learn more and
deepen my existing knowledge. Besides my studies, I’m passionate about different sports and
food.

I’m excited to visit Greece for the first time and
the upcoming week there will be a perfect addition
to my summer plans. I’m looking forward to meeting everyone and especially looking forward to
enjoying sun and warmth since as we all know,
the Finnish summer is not famous for its warmth.
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04.
Elkhan
Aliyev

I was born on 14 January 1999 in Sumgait city in
Azerbaijan. I studied in the Technical and Natural sciences lyceum of Sumgait from 2005 to 2016.
In 2017 I gained the state paid education in the
law faculty of Baku State University with education in English language because of my high exam
point (680 from 700).

I participated in many study visits such as Summer school in London and Study visit of Elsa
Azerbaijan to Amsterdam. I am the winner of
many intellectual competitions.
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05.
Participants
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Giulia
Andretta

My name is Giulia, I am from Sardinia, Italy, and
I am finishing my master degree in law at the University of Cagliari with a thesis in International
Law.
During my studies, I had the opportunity of moving around Europe within the Erasmus program,
studying in France first, and then pursuing an
internship in Denmark.

I have always been passionate about languages
and had a strong interest in visiting other countries
and meet new and challenging people to confront
with.
As soon as I finish my degree, I intend to become
a lawyer and to specialize in international contracts.

07.
Participants
2017

Jakub
Barton

Jakub Barton is a native from a small city nearby
Prague. He has lived in Prague till 2015, when he
started to study Law faculty of Masaryk university in Brno, which is the second biggest city in
Czech republic. Currently during his studies, he

is also working for a small firm in Brno and he is
concerning about online marketing. His interests
are playing football, tennis, meeting new people
and travelling across the world.
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06.
Elie
Badawi

I am a law and economics student at Université
Paris Nanterre and University of London International Programmes. Previously, I studied in
schools belonging to the international french
schools network where I practised my French,
English,

Arabic and Spanish skills while living in different
countries such as Lebanon, Armenia and Cuba.
Lately, I have been elected as President of ELSA
Paris Nanterre for the 2017/2018 academic year.

08.
Danilo
di Bella

Danilo Ruggero Di Bella Danilo graduated in Law
from Florence University and specializes in international arbitrations, having obtained an LLM
in Investment Treaty Arbitration at Uppsala University and participated in conferences and training-courses on this particular branch of the law.
In his LLM thesis he advised a British Company
(Rockhopper Exploration PLC) to launch an investment arbitration against Italy.

While an undergraduate student, Danilo attended in the frame of an exchange program the Radboud University Nijmegen, where he focused his
curriculum on public international law. Lastly,
he completed a Master in Lawyering at Alicante
University and became an attorney-at-law, member of the Madrid Bar.
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Participants
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Yulia
Beketova

Iuliia Beketova: Junior Researcher, St Petersburg
State University (St Petersburg, Russia).I graduated from St Petersburg State University (SPbU)
where Ialso completed LL.M in International law
in 2012 (Honourablementioned). While studying
I focused in International Commercial Arbitration, since then my interest shifted to International Investment Law and now I am working on
my Ph.D on Investments.

I am a moot court competitions ‘addict’. I participated in Jessup and Vis Moot teams. Once I
finished the career of a participant I joined my
fellows in coaching SPbU’s Foreign Direct Investment Moot team. I have a privilege to be Deputy
Head of Moot Court Programme in SPbU and
assist young mootees.
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10.
Carl
Brunn

I’m a 22-year-old Danish guy. Most of my time is
spent on studying law at Aarhus University in
Denmark. After the summer holiday, I’ll begin my
master degree with specialization within the fields
of Danish company law, tax and law of finance.
When I am not studying, I love to go out with
friends, working out or go fishing. My main in-

terests are history, fiction, politics and finance.
Meeting new people and cultures is something i
love, and therefore I like to travel whenever it’s
possible. In the spring of 2018, I will as a part of
my master degree study aboard at Humboldt University.

11.
12.
Participants
2017

Claudia Paris
Casanovas

My name is Clàudia París Casanovas, I was born
the 11 December 1997, so I am 19. I’m from Andorra but I’m currently studying my degree in the
university Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona. I already
cursed two of the four years of the law degree and
when I will finish it, I want to curse the master
degree of International law.

Finally, this summer besides to come to Greece,
I will be working, for two months, in the legal
department of one of the most prestigious banks
of Andorra, Crèdit Andorrà
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Rodrigo Castillo
de la Cerda
Rodrigo Castillo de la Cerda studied law in Guatemala at Universidad Francisco Marroquín, a
libertarian-minded university that teaches the
economic principles of freedom in the midst of
a contrasting surrounding. He is a big fan of moot
courts as learning and career development methods. An LL.M. candidate for the 2017-2018 Geneva Masters in International Dispute Settlement
(MIDS), Rodrigo likes to believe that there are
many economic blanks in his country’s national
justice market which he aspires to fill in when the
time comes.

In the professional field, he works in Palacios &
Asociados, an Intellectual Property specialized
firm from Guatemala. He now aims to be able to
work in an international arbitration practice after
finishing his LL.M. and hopes to eventually have
a shot at the third-party funding industry. Outside
office hours, Rodrigo is a Kenpo Karate black-belt,
a boxing aficionado and enjoys spending his spare
time on fantasy football.
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Participants
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Chooi Mun
Cheah

I am a 3rd-year law student from University of
Malaya, Malaysia. Apart from reading law, I love
to spend time learning new languages, listening
to music and volunteering. I had spent one semester in the United States under the US State
Department’s scholarship, yet I have never been
to Europe – Athens will be my first European
destination!

Katerina
Christopoulou

International investment law is something that
I have not learnt before, but I am particularly
interested in the subject per se. Before I start my
compulsory internship next summer break, I look
forward to joining the SLS to learn a new area of
law, explore Athens and make new friends.
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14.

Graduated from the American College of Thessaloniki and completed her legal studies in Democritus University of Thrace. Attended a previous
ELSA seminar on Arbitration and Extrajudicial
ways of resolving conflicts. Currently working as
a trainee lawyer in the legal department of Piraeus

Bank and looking forward to deepen knowledge
in the various fields of investment. Interested in
Commercial, Corporate and Maritime Law and
planning to expand my knowledge by fulfilling an
LLM.
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Katerina
Daskalopoulou

Atena-Mariana
Chirpac

My name is Chirpac, Atena – Mariana. I`m a Romanian girl, born on 17th of July of 1986 in Romania. Right now I´m living in Valladolid, Spain.
Ever since I was a child I loved to read about the
Greek Mythology, especially about the goddess
Athena, she was my favorite.
Last year I´ve finished Law, and right now I´m
coursing the Lawyer Master.
I´m very interested on European Law and Inter-

15.
16.
Participants
2017

national private Law. They are like my hobby Law.
Also, I´m the President of the Local Group of
ELSA Spain, ELSA Valladolid. I´m very proud to
represent ELSA. Actually, I started being as VP
of STEP, and that made me love more and more
ELSA.
I really appreciate everything what ELSA do and
all the opportunities that it gives to us.

Katerina Daskalopoulou was born and raised in
Athens. She began her studies as a law student at
the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens in 2013 and is currently in the process of obtaining her degree. Being an international law
aficionado, she engaged in numerous activities
throughout her academic years revolving around
the branches of international law; she participated in the 2015-2016 Phillip C. Jessup International Moot Court Competition and in ELSA’s

Forum on Arbitration and Business, where she
received an honorary award for her paper.
Determined to deepen her knowledge about law
and gain practical experience, she interned at the
Special Legal Office of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and collaborated as an assistant editor in
the 2016 Yearbook of International Environmental Law. She is currently awaiting to commence
her internship at the OECD’s Greek anti-corruption committee.
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Tatiana
Dimitrijevic

My name is Tatiana Dimitrijevic, I am 18 years
old. I have studied in Lycée Thiers in Marseille
and I validated my first year in law in Aix Marseille
University, in the Aix campus. I chose the law
because it offers me a wide variety of jobs, which
encompass all areas of society. I am member of

Zeynep Hilal
Doy

Elsa since few months. The law school will allow
me to improve my english and deepen my notions
in law while visiting a city I don’t know. I am passionnate about Greek ythology and I look forward
to visiting the Acropolis with the law school.
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18.

I am a 4th grade student at Beykent University.
I am a university representative in Elsa Istanbul.
I have been in Elsa Istanbul for about 1 year. I
participated in various activities. At the same
time I work actively in the habitat aid association. I go to dance school, dancing is the biggest
hobby. I’m trying to spare as much time as I can

to divide Yogaya. I participated in many projects
abroad with the YouthPass certificate. I took
part in a very short term law club at Beykent
University. I took part in the human rights commission in Istanbul metropolitan municipality.

Stefania Despoina
Efstathiou

Joana
Domingues

Joana is a Portuguese lawyer registered with the
Portuguese bar since 2016 and is currently writing
her Master’s Thesis. She has obtained her law
degree from the University of Minho in 2012 and
participated in the 15th session of the Summer
School on European Private Law (Salzburg). Her
academic interests are the relationship between
law, language and translation - particularly in the
EU multilingual legal order – EU law and philosophy of language.

19.
20.
Participants
2017

She likes to write and has some of her work already
published having won a competition with an article entitled “The multilingual character of the
European Union”. She has also done two internships, one as a notary in a Public Notary office
(Portugal) and another as a research assistant at
the Centre for European Law (Luxembourg).
On her spare time she is a yogi, polaroid picturetaker, reader and traveler.

Stephanie G. Efstathiou was born in Greece and
raised in Germany. In 2016, she successfully completed her Master (LL.M.) at the International
Hellenic University, following a specialization in
Intellectual Property and Investment Arbitration.
She is at the moment working as a lawyer in Thessaloniki.
She speaks fluent English, German and French
and has a beginner level in Turkish and Spanish.
She served ELSA (The European Law Students’
Association) as an officer for many years, where
she has recently become a Trainer for ELSA’s
International Trainers’ Pool (ITP). Moreover,
during the academic year 2015/2016 she was the

first EU Careers Ambassador by EPSO (European Personnel Selection Office) at the Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki.
Following this last experience, she ascertained a
lack of both, information and connection of
graduates and young professionals with the job
opportunities in Europe but also with the ones
within their country. Therefore, she decided to
take the brave step and establish the European
Opportunities Forum so as to provide youth training opportunities and assistance for the proper
utilization of young people’s qualifications for
the future!
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Saniye Ezgi
Ercan

Hello! My name is Ezgi Ercan. I am a junior law
student at Bilkent University in Ankara, Turkey.
It has been a year and a half since I joined ELSA
Ankara. I have attended the local events of ELSA
and the SLS about Competition Law in San Sebastian, so far. Other than being a member of
ELSA, I have been the President of Bilkent Mod-

23.
Participants
2017

Stephen
Frain

el United Nations Society for two years, and the
Vice President for Education of Ankara Toastmasters Club.
I had internships at the Competition Authority
of Turkey, and the Capital Markets Board of Turkey. I like traveling, literature, and photography.

My name is Stephen Frain. I come from Ireland.
I am currently pursuing my Bachelors degree in
Law and Political Science. I study in Trinity College Dublin, but have also just recently completed a year exchange in the University of Helsinki
in Finland.
I chose to attend this summer school as interna-

tional investment law is a multifaceted area of
law and I want to get a greater degree of knowledge
in with other regimes.
I am particularly looking forward to examining
its relationship with international human rights
law as this is an area I have a great deal of past
experience in.
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22.

Amélie studies Law as well as International Business Administration at the Vienna University of
Business and Economics and specializes in Business Law, having worked at several lawyers’ offices. Due to her French mother, a year abroad in
Canada, as well as a semester abroad at the Université Paris Dauphine she is keen on other lan-

24.
Grigorios
Fylaktou

Amelie
Escandre

guages and cultures. Furthermore Amélie is part
of the executive board of two non-profit organizations, one being ELSA WU Vienna as head of
S&C, and the other one being AFS, an exchange
program for students, where she acts as Chief
Financial Officer. In her freetime Amélie enjoys
writing, horseback riding and meeting friends.

My name is Grigorios Fylaktou and I am a 21-years
old, Second Year LLB Undergraduate at the University of Nottingham. Being young comes with
an irresistible desire to make the world a better
place and for me, the best way to do it is through
the law. Essentially, the latter sets checks and
balances in every society, while if you strip people

of the law, what you are left with is chaos, the
survival of the fittest.
When I am not contemplating of changing the
world, I like doing sports, travelling abroad and
meeting new people,as I feel that everyone has
something to offer to one another.
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Study at Deree
in parallel to AEI
Wishing to explore another
academic path, besides your
Greek university studies?
Join our Parallel Studies
program at Deree!

Today, it is an international educational
hub offering students the best learning
experience, the strongest graduation credentials and the skills to invent themselves.
Each academic year dozens of Greek
public university students choose to pursue a major or a minor at Deree through
the Parallel Studies program.
Deree- The American College of Greece They choose to broaden their educational
is a symbol of transformative, US-modeled experience and equip themselves for
education, with an academic tradition meaningful careers.
dating back to 1875.

Through the Parallel Studies
program at Deree you can:
different fields of
1. Combine
study and strengthen your
academic profile

2.

Get a scholarship, supported
by the Stavros Niarchos
Foundation

access to top interna3. Gain
tional graduate schools
4. Enhance your employability
Take advantage of unique
abroad and internship
5. study
opportunities!
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Whether you plan to become a full parallel student or choose a minor, and apply
for a scholarship through the Stavros Niarchos Foundation, Deree is the place to
advance your knowledge and unlock your
potential!

For more information you can
visit www.acg.edu
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Remi
Garros - Quinn

Rémi Garros-Quinn is an Irish citizen, born in
London (UK), and educated in Paris (France).
He completed his Master’s degree in Business
Law at the Sorbonne Law School (University
Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne) in 2017 in a course
specialised in European Business Law and Private
International Law. He also attended the Hague
Academy of International Law (2016), the Arbitra-

tion Academy (2017), and is an incoming MIDS
LLM candidate (2017-18). Prior to completing his
Master’s degree, Rémi interned at Deloitte and
has worked as a HCM Analyst for an investment
bank in Luxembourg. Rémi speaks fluently three
languages (English, French, and Spanish) and has
a good command of German.

27.
Participants
2017

Eleni-Amalia
Giannakopoulou

Nineteen-year-old greek law student in the University of Athens. Aspiring international lawyer.

Probably too young to be aspiring anything.
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26.
Helene
Gavrilovic

Hi everyone, my name is Helene Gavrilovic. I’m
both French and Belgian. I studied the Law in
Louvain-la-Neuve in Belgium. Law has always
been what I wanted to study, and I always wanted
to be a lawyer, especially since I watched a lot of
series as a child! I was super interested by this law

school because it seemed to me to be the perfect
balance between discovering a new field of law,
meeting incredible people and get to share their
experience and discovering a wonderful city and
culture!

28.
Dimitra
Gkimousi

My name is Dimitra Gkimousi and I come from
Greece. I studied law at the University of Athens
and then worked as a trainee lawyer for two years.
I recently completed my studies in Marseille France,
where I pursued a master’s degree in Public International Law. The summer school is an op-

portunity for me to expand my knowledge in
International Investments, which is an important
emerging field of Public International Law.
It will also give me the chance to experience a
multi-cultural environment and meet new interesting people from different national backgrounds.
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Participants
2017

Magdalena
Bulit Goñi

Magdalena Bulit Goñi worked as a legal advisor
at the Direction of International Affairs at the
Ministry of Finance of the Argentine Republic,
where she participated in multiple litigations
before different jurisdictions and provided advise
relating to Argentina’s sovereign debt and other
international economic matters.
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She is currently an LL.M. Candidate for the 20172018 Geneva Masters in International Dispute
Settlement (“MIDS”).
In addition, she is an assistant professor at the
University of Buenos Aires and has coached the
representative teams of the University at the
Concours d’Arbitrage International de Paris.

Ana Katarina
Grubišic

Ana Katarina Grubišic (12.06.1995.) born in Split,
Croatia. A law student with a big passion for traveling, cooking and photography. “Since I was 5
years old people started telling me I was gonna
be a lawyer, I would smile, because it was a polite
thing to do, and I would continue to play with my
mud cakes. I didn’t pay much attention to it, I
didnt even know the meaning of a word lawyer
-by my understanding lawyers were people who
dress nice and talk a lot.” After a lot of years since
then it seems like it is all coming true.

Ana is with everyday closer to becoming a lawyer.
To be precise criminal/ financial lawyer (still in
between, a bit indecisive about her path). To make
the long story short - just a 22 year-old girl from
a big family of six, who adores studying different
languages (knows 4 so far), enjoys an occasional
summer law school and couldn’t stand living
without music.
Motto for life: “ When you’re backed against the
wall, break the god damn thing down.” H.S.

31.
32.
Participants
2017

Miia Susanna
Halonen

After spending my summer focusing on international trade policy and economic relations in the
most exciting internship, ELSA Summer Law
School on international investment law is a great
opportunity to further deepen my knowledge.
I’m a soon graduating law student from the University of Eastern Finland, studying International Economic and Resources Law.

I also have a strong background in EU law. Currently I’m living in Helsinki, Finland, ‘the land of
thousand lakes’. In my spare time, I enjoy outdoors
and sports. I’m also passionate about travelling
and exploring new places although this is my first
time in beautiful Greece!

Rikke
Holm

My name is Rikke, I am 22 years old, and I come
from Copenhagen.
Currently I am studying law on my second year
at The University of Copenhagen and working as
a legal student assistant at the City Court of Copenhagen. Beside studying and working, I like to
exercise, party and travel to discover the world,
where I enjoy the good company of my beloved
friends and family.

I live at a dorm at the eastside of Copenhagen,
where I also like to spend time with my friends
and fellow residents.I cannot wait to experience
Athens!
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34.
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Simon
Hyving

I am a Swedish law student in the very end of my
second LL.M at Umeå University. In addition to
law I really enjoy travelling, something that is
very noticeable in my CV with four previous Summer Law Schools, Erasmus in London and working in two foreign countries.
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I am very much looking forward to coming to
Athens.

Mirella
Jakupovic

Mirella Jakupovic studied International Affairs
in her Bachelor studies and currently she is studying Law and Economics on Master level at the
University of St. Gallen in Switzerland.

She lives in Zurich and her hobbies are travelling,
photography and sports.

35.
36.
Participants
2017

Carolina-Anna
Karnikova
My name is Karolina Anna and I am a student of
fourth grade of Law faculty in Brno, Czech Republic. SLS in Athens this year will be my first
summer school. As for me personally, I like to
think of myself as a nice and easygoing person. I
love to travel but sadly I have yet not been to

beautiful Athens. I am exited to meet new people,
moreover, because I basically work all time I am
super ready to enjoy some fun. I love all kinds of
sport (personally play basketball). Last but not
least, I would literary die for Mediterranean cuisine.

Nihan
Kir

Nihan is a law student living in Istanbul. She was
a member of Galatasaray University Faculty of
Law’s team for the ‘Willem C. Vis International
Commercial Arbitration Moot’ for the 24th moot

(2017) as a second year student. Currently, she
is making use of the summer vacation to do a few
internships at local law firms.
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Dimitrios-Georgios
Kontogiannis

My name is Kontogiannis Dimitrios Georgios and
I was born in Athens. I graduated Law School of
Democritus University of Thrace in 2016. Currently I am a Postgraduate student of National
and Kapodistrian University of Athens school of
law in the field of International Dispute Resolution.

39.
Participants
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In 2015, I attended the summer course of The
Hague Academy of International law in the field
of Private International law and Arbitration. Next
summer I will attend the summer course of International Academy of Arbitration law in Paris.
I work as a trainee lawyer.

Elena
Lapina

Elena Lapina is a Russian-Canadian lawyer. She
holds degrees in both civil and common law from
McGill Univeristy and Univeristy of Montreal
(LL.M) and is admitted to practice law in New
York and Qu¨¦bec. Elena has recently completed
an internship with the LALIVE¡¯s international
arbitration team in Geneva and has worked in the
past with the legal department of the World Food
Programme (WFP) in Rome.

During her studies, Elena often worked as a research assistant for professors, notably in investment law and arbitration. She attended the Arbitration Academy in Paris twice and has been involved
for the past few years as an arbitrator at the Willem C. Vis. Fluent in English, French and Russian,
Elena also speaks Spanish, Italian and German.
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38.

Ramona Kimberly
Krause
I am Ramona Kimberly Krause, I am Swiss and
20 years old. I am studying law at the University
of Zurich for two years now. I am most interested
in business law and international law. I am a member of the MUN Team of my University, we have
weekly sessions where we simulate the UN and
each of us represents a country’s position.

As of next year, I am going to be a board member
of the MUN Team. In my leisure time, I like swimming and riding a motor cycle and in my holidays
I like to go diving.

40.
Georgia
Marinou

My name is Georgia Marinou and I am an undergraduate student at the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens- Faculty of Law. Regarding my plans in the future, I am looking forward to having a Master’s degree in Public
International Law. In specific, I am currently
thinking about following a career in International Air and Space Law. For this reason, I decided

to take part in in the Eighth Leiden-Sarin International Air Law Moot Court Competition, which
took place in Malta from 7th to 9th April 2017.
Moreover, since I possess a wide range of foreign
language skills, I’m planning to seek my future
employments in International Organizations,
such as the United Nations.
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Rasmus
Oisma

Victor
Mukhin

Victor Mukhin is a 1-year LLM student of Saint
Petersburg State University, Russia. His scope of
jurisprudence interest is concerned with private
law and international commercial arbitration.
Victor hopes that participation in Athens SLS is
an unparalleled opportunity to obtain a deeper

43.
Participants
2017

understanding of international investment law
issues, exactly as to have a great journey to the
Ancient capital. Moreover, Victor believes that
he has positive energy of a dolphin, which will
help him in making new friendship with other
participants.

I am a 21-year-old native Estonian studying law
in the University of Tartu, Tallinn faculty. Passionate about law and the goal is to grow and
develop myself to become a leading expert in the
field of law.

As of now, I work as a paralegal in Teder Law Firm
with specialisation in real estate, pharmaceutical
and financial law. As most of the Northern Europeans, I tend to be modest at first, but that changes fast.
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42.
Simone
Murvana

Simone Murvana, law student at the University
of Insubria in Varese, born on the 8th of May 1992
in Gallarate, a little city in the middle of the road,
which links Varese and Milan. After Primary and
Middle school, I received a Secondary School
Diploma from Rotondi College in Gorla Minore
with the highest mark (100/100).

I am currently finishing the last year of Law School.
I have been an ELSA Member since September
2016. I dream of becoming a very successful business lawyer.

44.
Aylin
Oner

My name is Aylin and I’m from Minsk, Belarus.
I’ve just finished Belarussian State University,
where I studied International law. I’m interested
in Dispute Resolution, Real Estate and Investment
law.

I like dancing, travelling and taking photos with
my new friends. Also my favorite city is Istanbul
and I’m a fan of Greek music
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ALBA Graduate Business School at
The American College of Greece
Business unusual

ALBA Graduate Business School was
founded in 1992 and operates under
the auspices of the business community, an association of corporations and institutional members.
ALBA, a not-for-profit organization, strives
for excellence, quality and continuous
innovation in research and teaching. A
School with international orientation,
ALBA resident and visiting professors
come from several countries blending in
ALBA Programs global management perspectives, insights and experience.
Programs are enriched from the participa-

tion of students that come from a wide
range of countries (Nigeria, India, France,
US etc). ALBA is accredited by the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC), the most prestigious accrediting organization in the United States.
Moreover, all ALBA MBA programs are
accredited from the Association of MBAs
(AMBA), while both the MSc in Finance
and MSc in Strategic HRM programs are
EPAS (EFMD Programme Accreditation
System) accredited.

Program
Portfolio
1. Executive MBA

8. MSc in Strategic HR Management

2. The ALBA MBA

9. MSc in Marketing

3. MBA in Shipping

10. MSc in International Business &

4. MSc in Shipping Management
5. MSc in International Shipping &
Finance (with the University of
Reading)

6. MSc in Finance. It is the CFA
Program Partner in Greece;

7. MSc in Risk Management
(PRMIA University partner)

Management

11. MSc in Entrepreneurship
12. MSc in Tourism Management
13. MSc in Business for Lawyers
14. Double Masters for Lawyers (with
the University of Reading, School
of Law)

For more information you can
visit www.alba.edu.gr
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Ariadna
Sanmartin Parcet

My name is Ariadna Sanmartin Parcet, I’m 20
years old and I’m from Barcelona, Spain. I study
law at Universitat Pompeu Fabra and I just finished
my second year. My fields of interest in law lay
on: International Humanitarian and Conflict
Resolution Law, International Economic Law,
and Criminal Economic Law.

I applied for a membership on this course because
it’s about one of the fields I’m interested, and it
may help me decide about the path I should follow
and because I love to travel and I’ve always wanted to visit Greece.

47.
Participants
2017

Cyrus
Rostami

Currently I am studying Economics and Law at
the University of Economics and Business in Vienna, Austria. I am highly motivated and very
committed to the whole field of law, with an avid
interest in International Law. As an active member of the United Nations Youth and Students
Association of Austria (UNYSAA), I also help
organizing active forums discussing and debating
current foreign affairs.

I am very passionate about travelling, sports
(Rugby), meeting new people and getting acquainted with different cultures from all over the
world. I am thrilled to participate at my first ELSA
Summer Law School on one of the fastest-developing areas of international law!
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46.
Maria
Paschou

This is Maria Paschou and this is a bit of copy
about her. She is currently a trainee lawyer in
Lambadarios Law Firm, an LL.M. Candidate in
Public International Law / Law School of Univer-

sity of Athens and a Graduate of Law School of
Democritus University of Thrace. That’s not giving you a lot of detail, is it? So ask her.

48.
Katariina
Särkänne

My name is Katariina Särkänne and I’m from
Joensuu, Finland. At the moment I’m finishing
my master’s degree at the University of Eastern
Finland, UEF Law School. I have specialized in
EU law, but I also have a strong interest in international investment law and dispute settlement,
and I’m hoping that the summer law school will
enhance my knowledge of these topics.

Besides of law, I also have a background in economics. As a former active ELSA member, I’m
looking forward to experiencing the international ELSA spirit one more time!
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Nataly
Shmyhaleva

Natallia Shmyhaliova is a student at the Belarusian
State University, originally from Belarus. This
year she receives her B.A. in International Law
with a minor in International Public Law. During
her time at University she worked as a volunteer
at local NGOs, dedicated to promoting new knowledge and perspectives for the youth.

Her current research interest is International
Economic law. Today she works as an assistant
of a lawyer in a law firm, mostly specialized in
mergers and acquisitions. At her free time she
likes to write articles for the University newspaper.

51.
Participants
2017

Stefanie
Syrch

My name is Stefanie, I’m Austrian and I was born
and raised in a small village close to Vienna. It’s
a rural area with cows, horses and lots of woods
around. So I used to be this crazy horse-loving
kind of girl when I was a child.
By the time I started studying economic law at
Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien I moved into my

own apartment in Vienna and I still enjoy the busy
and colorful city life with my boyfriend and my
friends which includes all the nice Viennese Coffee Houses and restaurants, shopping areas, the
famous historic city center and certainly also the
Nightlife.
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50.
Heidi
Skovdahl

I am a law student at the University of Oslo. This
autumn I’m starting my last year of my masters.
Next to mye studies i enjoy being outdoors and
travelling.

Last year I spent a semester in Mannheim learning more about the EU and human rights.

52.
Isidora
Tachmatzidi

Studies include Master of Laws (LLM) in International Business Law and Bachelor of Law (LLB)
both from King’s College London-UK. Also, participated in several international trainings related to law, business, finance and psychology.
Work experience was obtained from a series of
internships in International Law Firms both in
UK and Greece. Currently, works towards profes-

sional qualification in certain jurisdictions. Recipient of the Harvard Prize Book Award and
scholarships from the Schilizzi Foundation, Navarino Network and European International Studies Association. Activities include further specialization trainings, participation in conferences, publications in refereed journals and
magazine articles.
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Eftychia
Tempeli

My name is Eftychia Tempeli. I am a 22 years old
law student. I live in Thessaloniki where I study
at the Aristotle University Of Thessaloniki. I am
on my final year of studies and hope to have my
degree by next February. I passed my childhood

an school years in Athens and I am moving back
after I graduate. Apart from Greek, I speak English
and German. Passionate about travelling and
reading books since I was a little girl.
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54.
Nazeli
Tovmasyan

My name is Nazeli Tovmasyan, I am from Armenia. I have Bachelor’s degree in law, as well as
Master’s degree in International law both from
the Yerevan State University.Currently I am doing my PhD at the same University. I am doing
my researches on International Investment law,
mainly on the international protection mechanisms
of foreign investments.

At the same time I am working at a law firm for
more than three years dealing with international
clients as well as with foreign investment issues.
As a lawyer and PhD student I am mainly interested in international arbitration, dispute resolution and international private law.

55.
Participants
2017

Danid
Rohner

Since my early teenage years I’ve had a strong
interest in history and politics. I have been fascinated by the constantly changing world that we
live in, wanting to understand and explore the
causes and effects of current and future political
issues.
While spending half a year abroad in Peru and
Bolivia I developed an even stronger interest in
international relations and politics, which made
me start my studies in international relations at
the University of St. Gallen. During the time abroad
I had the opportunity to explore the countries
and became an avid traveler since. After studying
a year at the university, I changed my main subject
to Law and Economics, which I am still in now,

but always kept a high affinity for international
happenings. This fact also made me chose the
Athen’s Summer School in Investment Law, a yet
unknown area that I am very inspired of exploring
more about.
Besides the professional ambitions I like to do
every kind of sports. Whether it is climbing, running or skiing, every activity including the physical action catches my attention. Some of my sport
highlights were to fly with a parachute over Lima’s
550 feet high coast as well as to participate in the
Freeride World Qualifiers in skiing. They showed
me that in every situation when belief becomes
a deep conviction, things begin to happen.”

56.
Frederick
Turck

Frederick is a German law student from the University of Marburg, having completed his 3rd year
at the Trinity College in Dublin. During his high
school years in India he has found himself interested in International Affairs, as well as International Law. Having participated in several MUN
conferences, as well as through the recent com-

pletion of the Willem Willem C. Vis Moot, Frederick enhanced his interest in International Law
and Arbitration.
Besides his studies he is a member of Rotaract,
enjoys running, loves to travel and is interest in
Politics.
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Victor
Van de Wiele

I am a Belgian student at Queen Mary, University of London and will soon start my final year
of the LLB Law & Politics. From september 2017
onwards, I will also be the President of ELSA Queen
Mary and look forward a lot to sharing my expe-

59.
Participants
2017

Emma
Villard

rience here in Athens with my board and members.
I play the piano, American football and I am a
curious philosopher with a love for art and socials
at u.

My name is Emma Villard, I live in Lyon and I’m
very happy to be a part of the International Investment Summer Law School in Athens!
I am a 21 years old student studying a double degree in English and French Law at both Universities of Leicester and Strasbourg.

I have always been enthusiastic about discovering
new cultures or persons, which is why I wanted
to experience a summer law school. I do believe
that during this week we will have a lot to learn
whilst having fun.
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58.
Jaume
Vidal

I’m Jaume Vidal, and I’m from Figueres (Spain),
the palace where the famous painter Salvador
Dalí was born. I’ve studied Political Science and
Law, and now I’m finishing my master’s degree
in Professional Legal Practice at the University
Pompeu Fabra. I’m also the current VP of Seminars
& Conferences of ELSA-UPF (Barcelona).

I would like to focus my career in the international investment law. During my free time, I love
travelling, debating and learning form other people and cultures!

60.
Mariia
Zeniv

Mariia Zeniv comes from Ukraine, she is the firstyear PhD student in the Department of Private
International Law at the Jagiellonian University
of Cracow, Poland. Her research interests focus
on the international family law and international civil procedure, namely the international recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments.
Prior to the doctoral studies, she completed the

School of Polish and European Law and obtained
her Bachelor’s Degree, as well as Master’s Degree
in Civil Law at the Ivan Franko National University of Lviv, Ukraine. She likes studying legal systems of other countries, learning languages and
discovering the world and its wonderful cultural
diversity.
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Marianthi
Tagkalou

My name is Marianthi and i am an undergraduate
law student at the National University of Athens.
Academically i am interested in Commercial Law
and International Economic Law.Currently i am
exploring the field of Public Relations and i am
working in a PR company.I’m speaking fluently
English, German and i am learning Russian.As for
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62.
63.
64.
65.

my hobbies, i love keeping up with all the cultural activities in my city and i’m, also, attending
some theatre workshops.In previous semesters
in Law School i have participated in many activities organized successfully by ELSA so i’m looking forward to the great adventure of SLS!

Aikaterini
Christodoulidou
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Μaria
Kakava

Frederick
Stoeh
Theano
Tsakidou

Brand Identity
Brand Development
Web Design
Web Development
Packaging
Illustration
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POTAMITISVEKRIS
86
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POTAMITISVEKRIS is a leading
Greek law firm recognized for its
commercial acumen and focus on
client relationships.

POTAMITISVEKRIS has grown in size
and stature during the recent years of
harsh crisis, because we are seen as ethical, innovative, resourceful and responsive.
We spare no effort in preserving and reIn POTAMITISVEKRIS we all share a warding the trust of our clients, no matter
commitment to the highest professional how challenging the circumstances. Our
and ethical standards, a devotion to prob- firm’s performance and success has been
lem solving, a cooperative culture, and recognized in recent years by key legal
directories.
an international mindset.
We strive for expertise, in-depth business
understanding and solutions even for the
most complex problems. We also understand and serve the need of our international clients to fully grasp the particularities of the Greek legal and business
environment.

Notably, in 2012 and 2014 POTAMITISVEKRIS won the Law Firm of Greece Award
at the Chambers Europe Awards for Excellence.
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European Parliament
Information in Greece

Next
Hellenic Society of Vascular
and Intravascular Surgery
(HELEX)
Νομική
Βιβλιοθήκη
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The Hellenic Society of Vascular and
Intravascular Surgery (HELEX) is
a scientific company with members
of physicians, vascular surgeons,
which deals exclusively with the
subject of vascular and intravascular surgery.

C. Planning and development of research
programs for the development of vascular surgery in Greece

D. The organization of Pan-Hellenic or
International conferences in Greece for
the training of general practitioners, surgeons and the general non-medical public for the achievements and capabilities
In particular, the company’s aims are:
A . The scientific promotion of vascular of vascular surgery.
surgery in Greece.
B. The organization of meetings, lectures,
postgraduate courses and scientific communication events, either alone or in collaboration with Greek and foreign scientific companies.

Skag

Souldesign Studio
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Contact us:
Dr Anastasios Gourgourinis
Athens Public International Law
Research Center

Athanasia (Nasia) Papageorgiou

E: agourg@law.uoa.gr

T:

W: www.athenspil.law.uoa.gr

E:

Vice President for Seminars
& Conferences ELSA Athens 2016/2017
+30 698 5067536
vpsc.athens@elsa-greece.org
W: athens.elsa-greece.org/

